Improved density functional theory/electrostatic calculation of the His291 protonation state in cytochrome C oxidase: self-consistent charges for solvation energy calculation.
The protonation state of His291 in cytochrome c oxidase (CcO), a ligand to the Cu(B) center of the enzyme, has been recently studied in this group by using combined density functional theory (DFT)/electrostatic (QM/MM) calculations. On the basis of these calculations, a model of the proton pumping mechanism of CcO has been proposed. Due to certain technical difficulties, the procedure used in the previous calculation to find partial atomic charges of the QM system for the solvation energy evaluation was not entirely satisfactory; i.e., it was not self-consistent. Here, we describe a procedure that resolves the problem and report on the improved calculations of the protonation state of the His residue. The new procedure fits the protein and reaction field potentials in the region of the QM system with artificial point charges placed on a surface of a sphere surrounding the QM system and a few charges inside the sphere and allows one to perform DFT calculations that involve an inhomogeneous dielectric environment in a self-consistent way. The procedure improves the accuracy of calculations in comparison with previous work. The improved results show, however, that although the absolute energies change significantly the relative energies of the protonated and deprotonated states of His291 remain close to the previously reported ones and therefore do not change significantly the pK(a) values reported earlier. Therefore, our new improved calculations support for the proposed His291 model of the CcO pump.